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ZEITSCHRIFT is published bi-monthly by the Sonnenschein Region Porsche Club of America 
 

The Club Leadership is: 
 
President:                                   Vice-President:   

      
Wally Lindenmuth   wflinden2@aol.com                 Roger Swain  RLSwain@aol.com  
 
Treasurer & Past President:      Secretary: 

                       
Pete Mellin  peter.mellin@att.net                 Chris Sember   abiker2003@gmail.com  
 
Membership Chair & Social Media Coordinator:      Webmaster:    

                 
Stephen Pearce  spearceus@bellsouth.net                                 Keith Boring     boring@cox.net                                                                                                
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  Newsletter Editor:                       Track Event Safety Steward: 

               
  Stacie Hans Banes   228_hans@att.net                   Bob Langham   rmljml@cox.net 
 

Alabama State Representative: 

 
Ben Powell   bpowellau@gmail.com 

 
 

 

This Edition’s Cover: 

Sunset at the Circuit of the Americas (COTA) September 2016, with the #1 Porsche 919 well 
on the way to score its third consecutive World Endurance Championship (WEC) victory. 

Drivers: Mark Webber, Timo Bernhard, and Brendon Hartley. 
 

 

 

More Chances To Win Prizes!! 

Wouldn’t you love to see YOUR name front & center in the Newsletter? 
***Think of the Fame; the Notoriety!!*** 

All you have to do is send me (Stacie Banes, 228_hans@att.net) your caption for the “non-traditional” Porsche photo in 
each Newsletter in the “P.S. Until the Next Time” section.  I will pick the best one submitted and you’ll see your winning 

caption, along with your name IN LIGHTS in the next Newsletter Edition!! 
   

$25 cash, or 2 free Autocross passes! 
 
 

mailto:rmljml@cox.net
mailto:bpowellau@gmail.com
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WELL I DIDN’T GET ANY SUBMISSIONS FOR THE SEPTEMBER 

NEWSLETTER PHOTO CAPTION, SO I’VE INCLUDED MY OWN (BELOW) 

JUST FOR GRINS… 

 

 
 

Below is the September Photo: 

 

Overheard at a recent Zonefest: “You’ve heard about Porsche’s 
pricey Paint to Sample option, right? Well forget about it; I’ve done 

them one better with my Organic Camouflage color scheme!”  
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 THE CHRONICLES  
FROM OUR PRESIDENT 

 
Wally Lindenmuth 

 

We have a new Newsletter Editor Stacie Hans Banes who, with her father, have the Busted 

Wrench Garage in Gulfport, MS.  They have invited the club over to see the Museum which we 

have got to get scheduled.  Thank you Stacie for taking on the job of Club Newsletter editor.   

Well we have started the spring season out with a bang.  There was a ok turnout for our 

Autocross in Robertsdale, AL in February.  I know the weather was threatening but it never did 

rain.  We did start a little late to allow the early rain to blow on through.  We have another 

event coming up on May 20th to allow you to get warmed up for the autocross at Zonefest the 

next weekend. 

Speaking of Zonefest 2017 entries are open and I would like to see a lot of Sonnenschein 

members attend.  Sonnenschein Region has the responsibility to put on the Autocross.  Bob 

Langham and I have inspected the large Parking lot and we have a great place to put on an 

Autocross. We will be using the PCA Class’s and they are listed in the entry information for 

Zonefest 2017. 

A Zonefest is like a small Parade event with members from all over Florida Zone 12 and other 

states attending.  There will be a Autocross, Concourse, Rally and Tour through Tallahassee 

area. The host Hotel is the DoubleTree by Hilton which is right downtown.   

I missed the run to Fairhope Arts and Crafts festival but from what I understand we had a great 

turn out.  The Brits are going to have to make more room for us in the future.   

I had to travel to Sebring to help with the Porsche Plotz at the 12 Hours of Sebring.  It was a 

good race except for the results of the GTLM class the Porsches didn’t finish as well as they 

should have.   The other reason was I had to attend the Zone 12 Presidents meeting on Sunday  
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after the race.  I will try and give a breakdown of that meeting in a separate article in this 

newsletter.    

We have a number of members attending the DE at Barber Motorsports Park April 29 & 30th 

since NOLA has changed their spring schedule around.  I will be taking my new car up there for 

the first time.      

We had a number of members that went down for the Amelia Island Concourse.  I have asked 

one of those folks to give us a write up their escapades down on the Island.  

Wally Lindenmuth 

wflinden@aol.com  

251-979-1830        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:wflinden@aol.com
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UPCOMING EVENTS  

 
ALSO SEE THE EVENTS CALENDER ON THE CLUB’S WEBSITE! 

 

AUTOCROSS!!!  
The Club’s Event trailer with a fancy new decorative wrap  

 

These are always a blast and the Club always sets up a fun & challenging course. If you’ve never been to one, 
give it a try! And don’t feel intimidated! It is really just for fun and without exception everyone who’s been to 
their first one leaves with a huge grin on their face. 
 
I'd like to encourage you to come out and see how the autocross works, meet the other members, see the 
cars, help work the corners and timing table. Bring your lawn chair; it's a fun time. Of course, we'd like for you 
to get out on the lot and practice your cornering and braking! If you are a new member, this would be a great 
time to say hello. 
  
If you’re new to autocrossing and may want to participate, there are some basic items you’ll need to be aware 
of: You will need a DOT approved helmet (motorcycle will suffice), closed-toed shoes, and seat belts. To 
prepare your car, remove everything from the cockpit that may fly around during braking and cornering. At 
the course, a Club tech inspector will check your lug nuts and under the hood to make sure that nothing is 
going to fly off the car. Think of your favorite number and we'll supply the painter's tape for you to mark your 
car, unless you have your own numbers. It's not a race; it's an opportunity for you to try your hand at 
performance driving all in the safety and confines of a parking lot. We love to watch the new drivers, but what 
we really love to hear is the laughter coming from the car when they swing about the slaloms and turns for the 
first time. When you see your elapsed time drop and drop with each run, you'll be hooked. 
 
You MUST pre-register by using the below link: 
https://clubregistration.net 
  

https://clubregistration.net/
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The registration will close at 8PM CST on the Thursday before the event. 

Here is the Robertsdale Autocross date for 2017:  

 May 20   

Other Autocross registration details: 

• Who: Sonnenschein Region Porsche Club of America 

• What: Autocross 

• When: Dates as above.  Table opens at 7:00 AM, Drivers' Meeting at 9:00 AM, Track Walk at 9:30 AM. 
 You must be registered and signed in NLT 9:00 AM! 

• Where:  22251 Palmer Street, Robertsdale, AL, or Pace High School, 4065 Norris Road, Pace, FL. 

• Fee:  PCA Members $25; Non-Members $35 and payable the day of the event 

 

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS: 

 

 
 

 
 
▪ Zonefest 2017. Put these dates on your calendar: May 26, 27, and 28 (Memorial Day weekend). North 

Florida and Sonnenschein regions will be co-hosting the PCA Zone 12 event, to be located around the 
Tallahassee area. This will be the first Zonefest held in North Florida. Sonnenschein will be hosting and 
putting the Autocross. More details to forthcoming but make sure you mark your calendars NOW for       
this historic event! 
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▪ “Cars and Coffee”: A casual get together of car enthusiasts that meets every 4th Saturday of each 
month. It is open to all makes/models of cars. Held at Carmike Motion Pictures, 5149 Bayou Boulevard, 
Pensacola from 10 AM to 12 PM.  

 
▪ Panhandle British Car Association – Brits on the Bay. The Panhandle British Car Association is holding 

the 25th Anniversary of the “Brits on the Bay” on April 21st  and 22nd. 
 

 
 

Link to the official website: Brits on the Bay 
 

 

PORSCHE SPONSORED EVENTS 
Porsche has two excellent events for high performance driving that you may wish to consider: 

 

1.  Porsche Sport Driving School. This is held at Barber Motorsports Park on a regular basis. Here’s a link to 

their website which also has an excellent video about the School:   

https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Porsche-Sport-Driving-School 

 

2.  The Porsche Experience Center. This is a brand new facility in Atlanta, and just opened in 2015. It appears 

by all accounts to be a beautiful facility. The Center will offer many different items, from 6 different track 

environments to simulators, human performance labs, museum, restaurant, coffee shop, and more.  Take 

some time to explore their website: 

https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Atlanta 

 

And here’s a link to a YouTube video clip that gives you a first hand look at the driving experience.   

Take a look; it seems like a blast! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgZU4Ctcw_c&feature=youtu.be 

I think it may be worth a trip to Atlanta! 

 

 

http://www.pbca1.com/show.htm
https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Porsche-Sport-Driving-School
https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Atlanta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgZU4Ctcw_c&feature=youtu.be
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HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVER’S EDUCATION (HPDE, or just DE) 
Tired of the daily commute? Then get your Porsche out on the track, where it was meant to be!  You must 

register online at www.clubregistration.net for PCA sponsored events. Here are upcoming dates for PCA 

sponsored DE’s in our area: 

 

Alabama PCA at Barber Motorsports Park: Their tentative 2017 dates are listed below. 

They have recently added a new offering, which may be of interest for those curious of what a HPDE weekend 

is all about. It’s called the Driver’s Ed Experience and consists of an introductory HPDE course, Saturday only, 

attendance at the drivers meeting, 2 classroom sessions, reduced speed track demonstration and reduced 

speed track driving with an instructor. The cost for this is $100. The cost for the regular 2-day DE is $525.  

April 29 & 30 

June 17 & 18 

September 23 & 24 

 

 

Mardi Gras Region PCA at NOLA Motorsports Park: The cost is $350 for 2 days, or $225 for 1 day. 

Those are great prices!  

Here are their 2017 dates: June 10 & 11   (also with PCA Club Race). 

 

 

Peachstate PCA at Road Atlanta: The cost is $525 for the weekend if instructed, and $475 if solo. The 

last date for 2016 was October 22 &23. The 2017 dates are TBD. 

 

  

There are also non-PCA DE events run by private clubs.  Here are 3 good sources and the first two clubs also 

use Club Registration (www.clubregistration.net): 

 

1.  Chin Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://chintrackdays.com/ 

They have events at local tracks including Barber, NOLA, Road Atlanta, and Sebring.  

 

2.  PBOC Motorsports Club (Porsche BMW Owners Club). Access their webpage at http://pbocflorida.com/ 

They have events at local tracks including Barber, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. PCA at Sebring May 20 and 

21st - Two Drivers School and Races at Sebring International Raceway. 

 

3.  Rezoom Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.rezoommotorsports.com/index.html 

They have events at Barber, Road Atlanta, Daytona, Roebling Road, Virginia International Raceway (VIR), and 

others. They use a different registration site other than Club Registration, which you can access on the 

Rezoom website. Cost is $300 for one day or $500 for both days.  

 
 

 

http://www.clubregistration.net/
http://www.clubregistration.net/
http://chintrackdays.com/
http://pbocflorida.com/
http://www.rezoommotorsports.com/index.html
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!! 

 
Hello All –  

As you see from the list of new members, the Sonnenschein Region PCA continues to grow.  In looking 
at the source of new members you will see that most people joined because a member invited them.  Several 
people found information in car magazines or the PCA web site or FaceBook page, but the majority joined 
because they were personally invited.  This is your organization!  Invite your friends who own a Porsche, invite 
your friends who may be interested in owning a Porsche as there is a Membership Category for them as well.   
 

Welcome, new members.   
 
Sincerely, 
Stephen Pearce 
Membership Chairman, SONPCA  
Pace, Florida 

 

✓ Michael Gacek – 2016 Cayenne S E-Hybrid 

✓ Yvonne Speer-Hoover – 1991 944 S2 Cabriolet 

✓ Mark Gacek – 1993 911 Carrera 2 Cabriolet 

✓ John Kellner – 2001 911 Turbo 

✓ Everett Soars – 1997 Boxter Cabriolet 

✓ Matt Woollen – 2016 Caymen 
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✓ Robert Outlaw – 1963 356 Cabriolet 

✓ Doug Greene – 2000 Boxter S Cabriolet 

✓ John Zabelle – 2007 Cayman 

✓ Stuart Price – 1999 911 Carrera 

✓ Desiree Shores – 1999 911 Carrera 

✓ William Muzzy – 1986 944 Turbo 

✓ Scott Moore – 2016 911 Carrera 

✓ Joseph M. Zavattero – 2003 911 Carrera 

Cabriolet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE JOURNEYS CONTINUE 
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FROM OUR MEMBERS 

 
Sonnenschein February Autocross Results 

Wally Lindenmuth 
 

Feb. 19, 2017 

PCA Autocross held in Robertsdale Alabama.  We had a good turnout despite the weather forecast the weather turned 
out great.  I delayed the sign up until 10 AM allowing the weather which was forecasted to hopefully finish up.  The 
weather man was wrong and it didn’t rain and storm as forecasted.  

We had a total of 15 drivers show up and a few faces that I had seen in a long time. Joey Dumas showed up and showed 
us how his 991 C4S can get around the course as well as Mike Jordan in his GT3.  These guys have turned in a couple of 
track junkies but I was glad that they came out to have some fun.  

I would like to put a big thank you to new members Stuart & Anita Price, I showed them how to work the timing system 
and they did our timing for the day.  Thanks for all the help. 

Bob Langham and Bob Wilson from North Florida Region showed up early and help set up the course.  Thanks guys for 
the help. 

Fast times:  Joey Dumas 2014 991 4S  Porsche          48.389 Sec 

       David Fox   2011 997 Carrera S                 48.648 Sec 

       Michael Gacek  2005 Porsche 911            49.400 Sec 

       Peter Gacek  2005 Porsche 911       49.670 Sec 

       Ben Powell  2001 Boxster S        49.618 Sec 

       Wally Lindenmuth 1975 911T       50.101 Sec 

       Michael Jordan 2008 Porsche GT3            50.484 Sec 

       Greg Kuhlmann 2003 Porsche 911 4S       51.581 Sec 

       Bert Everhart  2006 Boxster S          51.708 Sec 

       Andy Soars 1997 Boxster          52.221 Sec 

       Ken Kolenich  2000 Mazda Miata        53.190 Sec 

      Forrest Harnish 1986 Porsche 944              53.756 Sec  

       Robert Wilson 2001 Porsche Carrera 4     54.692 Sec 

      Adam Brewton 2010 Infiniti G37                 56.107 Sec  

Thanks for everyone coming out and giving it a go on a day that turned out great weather wise.  - Wally  

 

Porsche Werks Reunion 
Amelia Island – March 10, 2017 

By Dustin Grubbs 
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It was a beautiful Saturday in early march. Werks Reunion had been the day prior and 

my head was still swimming with the sights and smell of gas, oil and leather from 

hundreds and hundreds of Porsches.  All makes and years were there in every color you 

can imagine. We had been to the Amelia Island concourse the year earlier and had a 

marvelous time wandering through all of the cars that your dreams are made of and 

talking with some of the friendliest people ever so we made plans for 

this years event shortly after attending last year. 

 

We had a leisurely breakfast and hopped on the trolley that runs between the Omni and 

Ritz properties during the event weekend. The trolley stops outside of the Cars and Coffee 

event that covers several fairways on the golf course and the automotive overload begins! 

More cars and vendors than you could ever visit. This is a free event that anyone can 

attend and it alone would be worth the drive over. So many unique vehicles and their 

unique owners. We probably took an hour or so to make it over to the Ritz where we 

finally arrived at  the main concourse.  

Concourse de Cool 

 

Get out and 

drive to 

Jacksonville! 
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Daytona 24 Hour winning Miller High Life Porsche 962 

 

Notable entries at Werks included the Porsche 962, chassis number 962-108, that won the 1989 Daytona 24 Hours with 

Derek Bell at the controls for his final 24-hour victory and the 50th win for the 962 in international competition. The 

Ingram Collection impressed with a 1974 Porsche 911 Carrera RS 3.0, 1984 Porsche 911 SCRS Rothmans and matching 

1967 Porsche 911R and 2016 Porsche 911R. 
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1953 Porsche 356 Pre-A Coupe 

 

Safari Porsche 911 owned by Leh Keen 
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1967 Porsche 911S 

 

Pair of Porsche 914 models 
1953 Porsche 356 Pre-A C 
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 Porsche 911 driven in the original Cannonball Run 

 

 

Amelia Island concour de elegance  

The Brumo’s collection was the highlight of the Porsche offerings at this years concour. 
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As we are looking at all of the old and new Porsches at this year’s event I look over and see 

a familiar bearded face just sitting by himself on a bench. Magnus Walker is just hanging 

out in what was probably a very familiar feeling place given the cars in his garage! I walk 

over and introduce myself and my wife Wendy. He asks us about our cars and Wendy 

shares how many of his videos I have made her watch. He is very gracious and offers for 

his event photographer to snap our picture. “I brushed my beard this morning!” He said in 

his easygoing British accent. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

He sent us 

off with a 

“Get out 

and drive!” 
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March 19, 2017 - Zone 12 Presidents Meeting Held in Lake Placid, FL at the Garage Mahal. 

It was a good meeting we had all the Presidents there along with Tom Gorsuch PCA National VP and Lynn 
Freeman PCA Chairman of Porsche Plats and Corals.  There is a difference between Plots and a Coral.  The 
Plots is a Porsche supported event where a Coral is a PCA supported event.  Sebring is a Plots, Daytona is a 
Coral. 

Just some information, the rent for the Daytona Coral area was $25,000 in 2017 and will go up again in the 

future.  In the past the regions were ask to help pay for the rent for the Daytona Coral but since Zone 12 now 

host the October Races at Daytona Zone 12 made money from that event.  

PCA has 75,838 primary members and is the largest car club in the USA.  Zone 12 has 6500 members up about 

8.6%.  Next closest PCA Event is Tiffin in Ashville, NC in September. One of our members is living in the Ashville 

area Roger Gilmore and it would be nice to travel up there and see him.  It is a beautiful area lot of good 

roads.  

One thing that came out of the meeting that we need to send out hard copies of our newsletter to about 30% 
of our membership since not everyone gets Email.  

We should be sending a copy of our newsletter to all the Presidents in Zone 12 and to Barb the national 
Newsletter chair which we need to start doing.  Social Media was another topic which needs to have a local 
policy.  Steve and I have talked about this.  

Something that I am bad about is that each officer in the club needs to create a Red Book as an aide for a 
smooth transition between officers.  Also the RPM (Regional Procedure Manual) is something that all officers 
of the club should become familiar with.  Current revision is available on line on the PCA web site.  I get a hard 
copy and if anyone would like to read it I will provide them an older copy. 

Risk Management:  PCA provides the local regions with Insurance for all of the events that we do.  Autocross, 
Tours, Shows, etc.  If we as members of Sonnenschein get together and drive somewhere we must have 
Insurance and Signed Release forms.  Wavier forms must be in color and signed forms must be kept for 7 
years.   (Do not use the words Spirted Drive). 

Zone 12 Treasures Report:  $16,690.36 in Zone account.  $25,000 in Club Race Account We is a 501C4 
Corporation. 

Parade Update:  Steve asks how many people from Zone 12 would be going to Parade in Spokane, 
Washington.  Note Future Parade’s 2018 Lake of the Ozark’s MO, 2019 Florida Boca Raton Area, 2020 back to 
the West Coast.  

Zone 12 events:  Larry Wilson Collection Last weekend of July.  Octoberfast at Daytona last weekend of 
October 2017. 

Zonefest 2017 Memorial Day weekend held in Tallahassee FL.  Saturday night Dinner will be at Andrews Bar & 
Grill not far from Doubletree Hotel which is the host hotel.  There will be a Concourse on Saturday in a 
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Downtown Tallahassee Park. Rally and the Sonnenschein Autocross on Sunday Morning.  We have large 
parking lot to lay out the course on.  

2018 Amelia Island will be our next Zone 12 Presidents meeting or maybe in Ocala.  

We had a very good presentation made by Maggie Gordon Garnett the national Social Media Chair.  She came 
up with a number of things that I have talked to Steve about.  We have to be careful about post personal 
information on web pages.  Maggie is willing to answer questions.   

It was a good productive meeting in a wonderful location.  

Wally Lindenmuth 
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Porsche Continues Its Behind-The-Scenes Archival Tour 
Rally 911s, a complete tear-down of an early Carrera engine, and Ferdinand Porsche's own 

sketchbooks feature in this latest video from Porsche. 
Courtesy of roadandtrack.com 

BY MÁTÉ PETRÁNY 
 

 Porsche makes $17,000 on each car it sells, and lucky for us, some of that money goes into making 

behind-the-scenes videos like this. 

 

The second episode of 9:11 Magazine's new series starts with Dr. Erik Brandenburg, who started 

rallying 911s in the late 1980s, including a Camel Trophy and the Trans-Siberian Rally, driving 20 

hours a day and wrenching through the night for victory. He's built around 25 rally 911s since then, 

and claims that the Porsche 911 is the only car he would drive around the world three times without 

changing the oil. Which he sort of did, already. 

 

Thanks to Porsche's excellent production team doing it right, the film continues with a remarkable 

time-lapse of an early and well-used Carrera flat-six being torn down to its bits for restoration. Then,  

 

 

 

the cameras peek inside Porsche's archives, where the carmaker keeps two kilometers of files, five 

million photos and 5000 hours of film footage. The collection includes Ferdinand Porsche's 

sketchbooks, early order books and prototype photos taken by the Professor himself. 

 

Here’s the link: 

http://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/classic-cars/videos/a33076/this-is-a-must-for-all-porsche-fans/ 

 

http://www.roadandtrack.com/car-culture/classic-cars/videos/a33076/this-is-a-must-for-all-porsche-fans/
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Rare “Army” Porsche 597 Jagdwagen 
Graeme Campbell for highsnobiety.com 

 

 
 
Even by 2016’s standards, it’s still difficult to think of a more opulent past time than Porsche collecting. Back in 
March, comedian Jerry Seinfeld was rumored to have cashed in on his fleet for some $22 million, while the 
world record sale at a single auction currently sits at a cool $3,965,000. In short, such a hobby is very much the 
domain of the uber-wealthy. 
 
And now rich folks everywhere have genuine cause for excitement, with the super-rare Porsche 597 
Jagdwagen geared up for public auction. Built by the automobile company for the German military back in 
1953, the all-terrain vehicle was viewed as a rival to outdoor heavyweights including Jeep and Land Rover. 
Back then, the present-day sports car giants were still in their embryonic stages, and even though the design 
went over well, supplying a full army was another matter entirely.  
 

As such, the contract went elsewhere, and only 71 Jangdwagens would be built, thus rendering the small fleet 
one of the #rarest in existence. It should come as no surprise then, that when one of the surviving 15 in the 
world do come on the market, they do so at a premium: at $225,000, to be exact. 
 

With its name translating to “hunting car,” the all action 4×4 features a Porsche 356 air-cooled flat-four engine 
at the rear, with early versions packing a 1.5-liter engine and later ones a 1.6L, which allowed the vehicle to 
reach top speeds of around 62mph. The design also incorporates a buoyant body design, allowing you to stunt 
on both land and water alike. 
 

If you’re a Porsche aficionado with cash to burn, head to Bonham’s where you can register to bid. 
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THE PORSCHE TRIVIA QUIZ 
WITH PRIZES!! 

 

 
 

 

 
Ferdinand Porsche Sr. (left) and his son, Dr. Ferdinand Anton Ernst “Ferry” Porsche, age 28, in 1937 

 

 

HERE’S THE DEAL – Trivia is on hold for now but will be back soon!! 
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THIS EDITION’S QUESTION 

 

 

TRIVIA IS ON HOLD FOR 

NOW!!! 
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Rules & Regulations for Porsche Trivia Quiz and Photo Caption Contest 

1. How to Play: Email your answer to the Trivia Quiz and/or Photo Caption Contest to the Sonnenschein Porsche Club of America 

(PCA) Newsletter Editor at ryc940@gmail.com.  You may use any search or research tool to find the answer to the Trivia Quiz. 

2. Prizes: There will be only one correct entry per Trivia Quiz, and only one chosen submission for the Photo Caption Contest per 

Newsletter edition.  The winner(s) will have the choice between $25 cash delivered via check from Sonnenschein PCA, or two free 
passes to a Sonnenschein PCA Autocross, which will be valid for one year from the month of issue and will NOT be transferrable to 
another person.  The chosen prize will be mailed to the winner(s). 

3. Eligibility: Both contests are open to all current members in good standing of Sonnenschein PCA.  Participants must be 18 years 

of age or older.  The Sonnenschein Newsletter Editor and immediate family members are NOT eligible to participate.  

4. Entry Deadline: All entries will be considered up until publication of the subsequent Newsletter issue, or until a winner(s) is 

announced. 

5. Selection of Winner:   
For the Trivia Quiz: The FIRST entry received that is correct will be the winner.  If more than one correct entry is received within a 
24-hour period of the first correct entry, a drawing will be held by the Newsletter Editor to determine the winner.   
Some answers may be subjective in nature and the Newsletter Editor will be the sole judge in determining the correct entry, if any.   
For the Photo Caption Contest: The Newsletter Editor will select the best entry submitted judged on originality, humor, wit, and 
appropriateness to the photo. 
The winner(s) will be recognized by a general information email sent to Sonnenschein PCA members and in the subsequent month’s 
Newsletter, along with the correct Trivia Quiz answer.  The winning Photo Caption will also appear along with the Photo. 
6.  No Winner: If no correct entries are received for the Trivia Quiz prior to publication of the subsequent Newsletter edition, the 
prize will be rolled over to the next Trivia.  The maximum rollover amount is $50, or 4 Autocross passes, or a combination of the two.   
There will be no rollover prize for the Photo Caption Contest.  
7. General Terms: Void where prohibited or restricted by law.  Sonnenschein PCA is the sponsor of this contest.  By participating in 

the contest, entrants agree to comply with these official rules, the sponsor’s interpretation of them and the decisions made by the 
sponsor in matters relating to the contest.  
Sonnenschein PCA is not responsible for incomplete, lost, stolen, unclear, misdirected or late entries. Any applicable taxes are the 
sole responsibility of the winner.  Sonnenschein PCA reserves the right in its sole discretion to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend 
the contest. Entrants agree to indemnify and hold harmless the sponsor from any and all liability resulting or arising from the 
contest, to release all rights to bring any claim, action or proceeding against the sponsor, and hereby acknowledge that the sponsor 
has neither made nor is in any manner responsible or liable for any warranty, representation or guarantee, express or implied, in 
fact or in law, relative to the prize. 

8. Ownership of Entries: All entries become the property of Sonnenschein PCA and will not be returned. Each contest entrant 

consents to the use of his or her name, voice, statements and trivia answers, or any portion thereof, in connection with the contest, 
and in any and all media and manner, now or hereafter known, in perpetuity without compensation.  
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DIE TECHNISCHEN HINWEISE 
(THE TECHNICAL NOTES) 

 
 

THIS ISSUE:  

How to Check Fuses 
A fuse is designed to protect more important parts of an electrical system from overheating 

and related damage. When a potentially dangerous current surge occurs, the wire running 

through the fuse “blows” and cuts the connection to the circuit, This is great for protecting 

your car, but inconvenient in the short term. Armed with the right tool and a little knowledge, 

you’ll be able to check your fuses quickly and find out if you need a replacement! 

Step 1 – Locate the Fuse Box 

 
Check your car manual or look in likely places. Many cars have two fuse boxes, and there's no universal 

standard for where they are placed. You'll save time if you can refer to your car's manual (or find the manual 

online), look up the location of the fuse that controls the part of the car that lost power, and check it directly. If 

you don't have the manual, check these common locations for a large box, or a group of exposed fuses. 

• Most cars have one or two fuse boxes under the hood, next to the engine or battery. There may also be a fuse 

box inside the car, so keep looking if the fuse you're looking for isn't here, or if all the fuses here are fine. 

• Newer cars often have a fuse box underneath the dash in an easily accessible location. Check the ceiling of 

the glove box for a hinge that swings downward. You may need a flat-head screwdriver to open the lid. 

• Older cars often have their fuses in an open box to the left of the brake pedal or the foot-operated parking 

brake. It's difficult to examine the fuses closely in some models, so bring a flashlight and/or hand mirror. 

• Less commonly, the fuse box is located in the trunk or under the rear seat 

http://www.wikihow.com/Check-Fuses
http://www.eautorepair.net/app/YearsMakes.asp
http://www.eautorepair.net/app/YearsMakes.asp
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Step 2 -Checking Visual Signs  

• Read the labels if present. Car fuse boxes often have a diagram on the out- or 

in-side of the lid and always in the user manual of the car. This can save you a lot of time 
since you can check the one fuse that protects the nonfunctional system instead of all of 
the fuses.  

• Leave the fuse connected. Don't remove the fuse yet, as this can be 

dangerous if the power is still connected, and can cause minor problems to 
connected systems if you remove a still-functioning fuse. Instead, look closely at 
each fuse while they are in place. 

• Check for broken wires or scorch marks. A fuse can look completely 

normal and still be blown (and in need of replacement), but more often than not 
there will be a visual sign that will guide you to the problem fuse. 

 
 

• Transparent cylinders (glass or plastic) 

have a wire running through the middle. If the 

wire is broken, the fuse is blown. If the whole 

cylinder is scorched black or brown, the fuse 

is blown and there may be a major short on 

the circuit that needs repair (especially if the 

replacement fuse blows after a short time). 
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The two-pronged chip fuses often used in cars have a U-shaped wire running between the prongs, 
inside the plastic. If the wire is broken, the fuse is blown, but it's often difficult to tell. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Opaque cylinders (covered by a solid metal coating) must 
be tested by other means. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Step 3 – Replace the Fuse  

• Turn off the power and remove the fuse. Whenever you are removing a fuse or 
putting in a new one, make sure the power supply to the fuse box is off. For a car, this means 
turning off the ignition. 

• Find a new fuse. These are available at hardware stores, electronic shops, or auto supply 
stores. Bring your old fuse so you can compare the size and other characteristics. 

• Select a new fuse of the same amp rating, type and shape. Replacing a fuse 

with the exact same type of fuse is very important. Most importantly is the amp rating, normally a 
number written on the fuse. Each fuse is designed to blow at a specific number of amps, it’s entire 
purpose as a fuse. Too low an amp and the fuse may blow during normal sue and short the circuit. 
Too high and the fuse won’t blow during a power surge and the less replaceable parts may be 
damaged instead. 

• Pop in the new fuse. Modern fuses should pop in easily with a little pressure. Old, glass 

fuses sometimes need to have one end pushed in then the other. 
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INDEX OF PAST TECH ARTICLES 
 

1.  September 2014:  Power & Torque 
2.  November 2014:  Motor Oil 
3.  January 2015:  Gas 
4.  March 2015:  Brakes 
5.  May 2015:  Who On Earth Is Rudolf Diesel? 
6.  July 2015:  The turbo  
7. September 2015:  50 Years Of The Flat-Six 
8. November 2015:  The Turbos Are Coming, Part 2 
9. January 2016: Tires 
10. March 2016: PDK 
11. May 2016:  Synchromesh 
12. July 2016: No article 
13. September 2016: Suspensions 
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ETCETERA… 

 
 

Considering a new Porsche? Or looking for a quality used Porsche? Then consider our Club’s affiliated Porsche 

dealer: 

 

 

For knowledgeable and courteous service choose Dean McCrary Porsche of Mobile! We feature certified sales 

professionals and the most highly trained service technicians in the industry, with a commitment to customer 

care, which sets us apart. Welcome, and we hope you enjoy your visit – virtual or otherwise! 

 

Editor’s Note: 

Remember, this is YOUR Newsletter and YOUR Club! Any and all submissions are heartily 
welcomed for inclusion! Whether it is one paragraph, or your first novella, send it in to me. 
And send your photos, too! And if you’d like to see another section to the Newsletter, or 
have any other suggestions, let me know. 
My email is: 228_hans@att.net 
Thanks! 
Stacie Hans Banes 
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YOUR PERIODIC PHENOMENAL PORSCHE 
PICTURES, “YOUR P4” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
And until the next time, remember: 

“PTINS” (as below)…Editor 
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YOUR caption here!! Send me your submissions! (228_hans@att.net) 

(See Page 4 of the Newsletter, and Rules & Regulations on page 31.) 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


